
Mi Mini Vacuum Cleaner

Your Stylish Choice

Portable | Strong | Multidirectional



Wireless 0,5 kg 13.000 Pa

88.000 dev/dak Multifunctional heads Eliminate dust with one click

Compact size Light High suction power

Prevent your hands from coming 
into contact with dust

Tackle different cleaning needsBrushless motor



Cleans rooms while adding elegance to your home

A vacuum cleaner that is thinner 
than a thermos

Prevent your hands from coming 
into contact with dust



550mL

Weighing only 0.5 kg, it weighs less than a water bottle 
and is easily transportable

Mi Vacuum Cleaner Mini



Effective cleaning with powerful brushless motor and dual ventilation points
High performance brushless motor and flat dual vent design reduce energy loss and increase cleaning efficiency. 

The quick start-stop function prevents dust from remaining in the nozzle when you stop the machine.

13.000 88.000 Quick start-stopPa dev/dak
High suction power engine speed Prevents dust from dispersing



The two heads can be used separately or together

Innovative, replaceable heads



Remove pet hair anytime, 
anywhere
Compact, easy to use and ideal for different household cleaning 
needs. You no longer have to worry about food crumbs falling on 
the floor.



Your portable and convenient 
desktop assistant
You work, we clean



You discover, we clean

Multifunctional nozzle
Delivers ultra-fast cleaning performance



Leave all the cleaning work to us

Cleans deeply Cleans
every corner of your home



Want it clean? Clean it up.

Expert in keyboard cleaning



On foggy and dusty days, the interior of your vehicle 
can become quite dirty.
This vacuum cleaner does not allow dirt to pass.

Your secret weapon to 
clean your car

Do not expose the vacuum cleaner to direct sunlight. 
We recommend that you do not leave the vacuum cleaner 
in the vehicle on hot days to avoid dangerous situations .



One-touch dust removal: When you press the button, the dust 
container opens. The powders do not come out a second time.

Keep your hands clean thanks to the 
convenient, one-touch dust extraction 
function

2 suction modes, max 30 minutes run time

Standard mode Powerful mode
30 minutes of battery life 9 minutes of battery life



Slide and lock design prevents accidental 
opening of the dust container
Lift the button and press lightly to remove dust.

Removable, steel primary filter
Steel filter filters out large particles

Internal HEPA filter middle
Overall filtration efficiency > 99.5%
Double filtration system with steel primary filter and HEPA 
filter middle. It traps even the smallest particles. Thus, dust 
does not disperse into the air while vacuuming your home.



Type-C interface
Compatible with mobile phone and 

portable charger cables

ABS strong dust shield

Dust bin lock prevents accidental 
opening of the bin

Removable dust container 
and filtering elements

The hopper cover can be fixed to prevent 
accidental opening of the hopper

Tight construction prevents 
dust from leaking out

Water washable for easy cleaning



Compact and space-saving

Can be put 
on the seat

Can be stored 
in the drawer

Portable in the car


